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Description and presentation of violence in history usually serves the present political institution and collective ideology. How historical violence is selected and narrated could facilitate understanding of the evolution of history and the current social system. Yuanmingyuan is a royal garden of the last feudal dynasty, Qing, in China. It’s construction, destruction and preservation are closely connected to China’s relationship with European countries from colonial to postcolonial era. As a result, the narration of Yuanmingyuan’s history is now centered on the western violence toward China in the modern time. And the year 2020 was commemorated for 160 years after ‘Yuanmingyuan’s destruction by the Anglo-French Allied Force’. However, the Digital Yuanmingyuan Project, with 20 years’ effort to virtually restore the varied appearances of Yuanmingyuan in different historical periods, is against this simplified narration and presentation of its history. This paper analyzes the project’s digital methods to conduct research, build model, render the historical sceneries and produce educational and
commercial products, in order to see how digital technologies push forward the study and preservation of historical architecture, and how they help to problematize the understanding of violence in history and historical narratives.

The requirement of precision and detail in modeling software pushes the study of historical drawings into rigorous comparisons. In this way, unobvious transformations of architectural detail could be discovered and categorized into different time periods. Model building and color rendition processors facilitates the analysis of photo records of Yuanmingyuan’s ruins. Photo analysis not only helps to retrace details of the original buildings, but also helps to tell the stories happened to the ruin within the 160 years after the warfare.

These academic research and heritage restoration facilitated by digital devices reveal that the history of Yuanmingyuan is a history of continuous violence: before the Anglo-French intrusion, there are replanning of Yuanmingyuan caused by domestic political conflicts; and after the foreign destruction, there have been civil damages to the remaining landscape under different social circumstances. Through this case study, the paper highlights the forensic function of digital methods in studies of architectural history: they help to discover hidden stories told by the historical buildings and provoke critical understanding of the predominant historical narration.
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